
Topic-level comments

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

I agree with Bob, "branch" is a much more familiar term if
you are talking about subsets of a root map.

shudson updated comment
30/3/2015
15:17:36

4

My take on "root map tree" vs. "map tree" is that they are
equivalent. If you want to refer to a portion of "map tree",
use the term "branch".

rthomas updated comment
28/3/2015
19:12:32

4

The "map tree" is the tree of *maps* only, that is, maps
and submaps. It is distinct from the topicrefs contained by
those maps.

Part of the definitional challenge here is that the map tree
is important for the purposes of key space construction:
the map tree determines key definition precedence, while
the topicref tree reflects the *union* of the topicref trees
from all the maps (and the existence of the submaps is not
maintained in the final resolved topicref tree).

Certainly the term "branch" is accurate in reference to the
map tree, but the term "branch" is, I think, more closely
associated with subparts of the *topicref* tree. So
unqualified "branch" could be confusing.

As far as I'm concerned, "root map tree" and "map tree"
are equivalent: the "map tree" *is* the tree of maps rooted
at the root map, so "root map tree" is redundant. In
addition, subtrees (branches) of the map tree have no
particular processing implications: key space construction
only considers the full map tree. While key spaces can
now be defined by individual submaps, they still
participate (and are influenced by) the ancestor key spaces
ultimately anchored to the root map, so there's no useful
sense in which branches of the map tree can be usefully
processed or considered in isolation.

ekimber updated comment
31/3/2015
13:20:20

4
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Paragraph-level comments

DITA depends heavily on links. The purposes for which it provides links include defining the content and
organization of publication structures (DITA maps), topic-to-topic navigation links and cross references, and
reuse of content by reference. All DITA links use the same addressing mechanisms, either URI-based
addresses or indirect addresses using keys and key references.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

DITA uses links between between DITA other dita
resources and external resources as a fundamental part of
its architecture. depends heavily on links. DITA map use
topicref links to define the organization of a publication. 
As well links are used for The purposes for which it
provides links include defining the content and
organization of publication structures (DITA maps), topic-
to-topic navigation , links and cross references, and reuse
of content by reference. All DITA links use the same
addressing mechanisms, either URI-based addresses or
indirect addresses using keys and key references.

jtivy updated change
30/3/2015
21:26:14

4

Not necessary to resolve since the topic is being
removed.

keberlein updated comment
13/4/2015
19:30:23

4

DITA depends heavily on links. The purposes for which it provides links include defining the content and
organization of publication structures (DITA maps), topic-to-topic navigation links and cross references, and
reuse of content by reference. All DITA links use the same addressing mechanisms, either URI-based
addresses or indirect addresses using keys and key references.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

In general, for this entire topic, I'm having a lot of trouble
figuring out what the purpose is, what the prerequisites
are, and how this topic fits with the rest of the spec. This
is actually a general issue revealed by the targeted
reviews. Because those reviews have us looking at topics
in isolation, it's possible to see places where information is
missing. Conversely, it's hard to tell whether the missing
parts are actually missing or are somewhere else in the
spec without searching in the spec. I think we need to
consider what readers need to know when looking at this
(or any) topic, and then provide some guidance for where
they can get prerequisite information.

rhamilton updated comment
28/3/2015
01:59:46

4
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For example, in this introduction to linking, where is the
description of the addressing mechanisms? If they're
described elsewhere, we need a link, if not, then a
description should be part of this topic.

Here are two other general thoughts, which are touched on
in my other comments:

1) There are a lot of places where the descriptions are
circular. In general, I wouldn't define any concept using
DITA elements as a critical part of the definition. For
example, defining a content reference relationship as
being links "from elements in the topic that specify the
conref or conkeyref attribute" requires the reader to look
up conref or conkeyref and then try and figure out what
aspects of that definition reveal what a content reference
is. Since conref has its own complex definition, this isn't
easy.

2) I strongly second Kris's thoughts (and the thoughts of
others) about terminology. We need to determine which
terms are important (do we really need link-defining
element?) and then define them clearly, in non-circular
terms.

No action required keberlein new comment
13/4/2015
19:31:32

4

DITA depends heavily on links. The purposes for which it provides links include defining the content and
organization of publication structures (DITA maps), topic-to-topic navigation links and cross references, and
reuse of content by reference. All DITA links use the same addressing mechanisms, either URI-based
addresses or indirect addresses using keys and key references.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

I feel more frustrated each time I read thi section -- now
on my third go-round. Within reason, I understanding
linking and can certainly use it effectively in many
contexts. Describing it and how it shoud work given this
terminology is what is drivig me crazy. FWIW . . . some
suggestions:

1. Pre-pend a nedw topic dedicated to terminology:

    - linking

sdoherty updated comment
30/3/2015
18:50:50

4
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    - addressing

    - referencing

    - "typed" relationships

    - navigation relationship

    - use-by-reference relationship

    - link-defining element

    - map tree (map to map)

    - topic tree? (map to topic?)

Forgive me if this sounds like a whine, but the terms are
getting in my way.  

No action required since topics arw being removed keberlein new comment
13/4/2015
19:32:03

4

Paragraph-level comments

A link establishes a relationship among two or more objects. In DITA, relationships are among DITA topics,
elements within topics, and non-DITA resources. Relationships can be explicitly typed (consider relationship
tables and subject scheme maps, for example), but this typing is not always present.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

I think an overview is appropriate, but I think this topic is
a bit confusing. I think it should be simplified to state
that links establish relationships, among these
relationships are navigational (link, xref) and use-by-
reference (@conref, @conkeyref, @keyref). The
relationship table (reltable) also provides a way to
establish relationships between topics.

shudson updated comment
24/3/2015
15:07:54

2

No change required, since topic is being removed keberlein new comment
13/4/2015
19:34:26

2

A link establishes a relationship among two or more objects. In DITA, relationships are among DITA topics,
elements within topics, and non-DITA resources. Relationships can be explicitly typed (consider relationship
tables and subject scheme maps, for example), but this typing is not always present.
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Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

I didn't know there was a DITA link type that had more
than two ends. If there is, then at some point it would be
worth calling that out. If not, I would be clear in this
paragraph that a link establishes a relationship between
two objects.

Also, the point about "explicit typing" is confusing. I
don't know if you mean that a link might be explicitly a
navigation link or a use-be-reference link or that a link
might be explicitly typed because of the type of element
on one or both sides of the link. Either way, this isn't
clear, and the circular reference to relationship tables and
subject scheme maps doesn't help, unless you know what
"type" means in this context.

rhamilton updated comment
28/3/2015
01:01:13

2

Relationship tables can establish n-ary links, one end
for each cell in the relationship table row.

By "explicit linking" I mean links that are explicitly
authored (xref, topicref, conref) vs. links that are
implied by properties of elements that were not
necessarily authored as links. For example, a link
implied by the text of a keyword element and a
reference entry whose title is the same text.

ekimber new comment
31/3/2015
13:22:41

2

No change required, since topic is being removed keberlein new comment
13/4/2015
19:35:33

2

A link can establish either a navigation relationship or a use-by-reference relationship (for example, content
reference). Navigation relationships primarily are used to enable navigation from one element to another,
although they also can be used for such purposes as classification and association of metadata. Use-by-
reference relationships establish the effective structure and content of the information set.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

The example for use-by-reference is too vague. It is easy
to jump to the false conclusion that "(for example,
content reference)" equates to "conref/conkeyref", when
it actually means that plus structural topicrefs. 

rthomas updated comment
28/3/2015
19:52:24

2
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No changes required keberlein new comment
13/4/2015
19:39:16

2

A link can establish either a navigation relationship or a use-by-reference relationship (for example, content
reference). Navigation relationships primarily are used to enable navigation from one element to another,
although they also can be used for such purposes as classification and association of metadata. Use-by-
reference relationships establish the effective structure and content of the information set.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

I'm confused here. At first I thought a navigation
relationship was like an HTML link. That is, a path from
one place to another. And that use-by-reference meant
conref or other embedded reference, like an image.
However, the "effective structure and content of the
information set" is defined by both of these types of
links, not just use-by-reference, isn't it?

Maybe I'm getting my terminology confused, but I don't
think the distinction is clear enough in this paragraph.

rhamilton updated comment
28/3/2015
01:12:56

2

No change required keberlein new comment
13/4/2015
19:38:57

2

<link><linktext>Link with no href</linktext></link> <xref otherprops="ho-hum">Widgets</xref>

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Do you even need the term link-defining element? How
does that term help someone understand links better?

I also agree with Robert that we ought to think twice
about creating new terms that are only used in one
section and not elsewhere. We should also be careful
about creating terms that don't create a meaningful
distinction for the reader.

rhamilton updated comment
28/3/2015
01:20:51

2

No changes required keberlein new comment
13/4/2015
19:39:35

2

More generally, this topic seems to focus on defining links that are "navigation relationships" versus "use-by-
reference" relationships. The term "navigation relationship" is only ever used in this topic, though
"navigation link" is used elsewhere. The term "use-by-reference" is primarily used in this topic and a couple
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of other linking topics. It's also used in the langRef topics for <fn> and <anchor>, though it does not have the
same meaning in the <fn> topic. It feels a little like we are creating new terms for this section, to describe
linking concepts that are covered elsewhere.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

The distinction between navigation links and use-by-
reference links is a basic distinction made in hypertext
systems generally.

In DITA it's an important distinction because there a
different processing implications for conref vs.
non-conref links: they need to be processed at different
times and have different implications for the effective
source value and for renditions (in particular, use-by-
reference links are intended to be resolved in advance of
any rendition processing, while the presention of
navigation links is necessarily rendition-specific).

As for elements that are always links or sometimes links:
it's also about the defined semantic of the element: xref,
link and a few others are explicitly and *only* links: they
exist in the language only to enable direct authoring of
links. An xref element with neither an @href or @keyref
attribute is an incomplete xref, unless we define some
standard way to infer the target of such an xref. 

I was also trying to make the point that a single element
can establish multiple links: both navigation links and
use-by-reference links. Maybe it's not a useful point to
make.

ekimber updated comment
31/3/2015
13:29:07

2

No changes required keberlein new comment
13/4/2015
19:40:06

2

This seems to be essentially a list of optional behaviors for processors, none of which is really normative,
followed by a push to use keys instead of URIs. Or am I missing something?

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Yes, I was trying to bring out the point that direct links
from topics to resources not also referenced from the
map that uses the topic presents a fundamental problem
and that you can avoid that problem by using keys,
which allows you to establish the dependency.

ekimber updated comment
31/3/2015
13:33:25

2
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This seems like an important point that lost on a
surprising number of DITA users (and CCMS
implementors) so it seemed worth highlighting. It also
motivates the existence of keys and the resource-only
processing role.

No changes required keberlein new comment
13/4/2015
19:41:57

2

Paragraph-level comments

Links within topics

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date Topic version

Links defined in  within topics sdoherty updated change 30/3/2015 18:52:12 3

No changes required keberlein new comment 13/4/2015 19:42:46 3

A topic can contain several types of links.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

In general, we should make this normative as far as what
elements links are allowed.

These should be explicitly stated.

shudson updated comment
24/3/2015
15:14:50

3

I don't think I agree that this section (the whole group
of topics) should be normative. It seems to me that it
would better serve as an overview of linking in DITA
in general. Ideally it would mention every type of link
that you can create, but the specifics should be given in
detail in the topics elsewhere in the spec that pertain to
the individual element types that are used.

There are two obvious (and painful?) editorial
requirements stemming from the above: 1) ensure that
every type of linking is mentioned here; 2) ensure that
everything currently described here is covered

tmagliery new comment
27/3/2015
21:23:43

3
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normatively elsewhere.

No changes required since topic is being removed keberlein new comment
13/4/2015
19:43:22

3

A topic can contain several types of links.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

This information should be of interest to anyone trying to
implement link management and link rendition
technology. It look me a lot of time to work out what
elements did or did not actually define (or imply) links.
So even if this list is not useful as normative information,
it's definitely useful as a summary somewhere, perhaps in
the language reference.

ekimber updated comment
31/3/2015
13:35:34

3

No changes required since topic being removed. Eliot,
you might want to use the 1.2 topics as a basis for a
white paper that you author.

keberlein new comment
13/4/2015
19:44:48

3

These links are from elements in the topic that specify the @conref or @conkeyref attribute.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date Topic version

Is this the same as a use-by-reference link? rhamilton updated comment 28/3/2015 01:23:02 3

No changes required keberlein new comment 13/4/2015 19:45:30 3

Navigation links created using @keyref on elements that allow @keyref but not @href (for example., <ph>,
<cite>, <keyword>, and <term>).

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

What is the action associated with this kind of link? You
have a nice concise "...should result in a hyperlink"
description in the previous point. Why not have the same
kind of description on this one (and the next one). And if
all three are characterized by being hyperlinks, then I
would move the description to the sentence that
introduces the list.

rhamilton updated comment
28/3/2015
01:25:50

3
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Is the following content appropriate for the spec? It seems more like "best" practices content. As a whole, the
topic might not be needed.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Further to my comment above, I could be persuaded that
this whole group of topics might be better off as
best-practices content. 

Having said that, though, I do like this short summary
list of link types here in this topic. It's just the kind of
thing that seem right here, in regards to the comment I
made above about this being an overview, and the
normative descriptions being elsewhere.

tmagliery updated comment
27/3/2015
21:26:08

3

I like the short summary list as well. I would just state
here that using direct, URI-based resources is possible
and can be identified using the scope="external"
attribute. Any other commentary should move to best
practices articles, IMO.

shudson new comment
30/3/2015
16:06:22

3

No changes required keberlein new comment
13/4/2015
19:49:07

3

Is the following content appropriate for the spec? It seems more like "best" practices content. As a whole, the
topic might not be needed.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

I agree that this is not a normative prescription of the
spec but simply a statement of fact that motivates best
practice. But since so many people seem to fail to grasp
it it seemed worth pointing out in the spec.

ekimber updated comment
31/3/2015
13:38:45

3

No changes required keberlein new comment
13/4/2015
19:48:13

3

I would not expect that that dependent resource to be used / defined / referenced by my map.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version
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In fact, best practice would be to define a key for every
external-scope resource and only refer to keys from
topics so that the topic is not itself sensitive to the future
location (or existence) of the external resource. So I
think my statement stands as a matter of best practice.

But technically, yes, Robert is correct that the language
was only intended to refer to DITA resources, that is
local or peer scope resources that are DITA resources.

ekimber updated comment
31/3/2015
13:37:44

3

No changes required keberlein new comment
13/4/2015
19:49:41

3

These issues can be avoided by using key-based addressing. Because keys are defined in maps, each map that
uses the link-containing topic can bind the key to the most appropriate resource.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

This is too ambiguous. Is there a way we can make this
more explicit? Also, links in maps are discussed in the
other link topics, so not sure we need this here.

shudson updated comment
24/3/2015
15:15:40

3

No changes required keberlein new comment
13/4/2015
19:49:54

3

Paragraph-level comments

Links within maps

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Links defined in  within maps sdoherty updated change
30/3/2015
18:52:32

4

No changes required since topic is being
removed

keberlein new comment
13/4/2015
19:50:26

4

DITA maps serve primarily to define a navigation hierarchy of topics and non-DITA resources. Using
relationship tables, maps also can define arbitrary topic-to-topic relationships such as related links. Maps also
can link to topics or non-DITA resources to establish dependency relationships without binding the linked
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resource to the navigation tree.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

I believe that the term “navigation tree” misses the
essence of what we're trying to describe, and that is the
native structure of a DITA information network (i.e., the
structure that is expressed by a hierarchy of nested,
content-referencing, topicref elements). In my mind,
navigation is what happens when a structure is traversed.
Navigation requires structure, but structure does not
require navigation. Terms such as “structural tree” or even
"topicref tree" seem more appropriate.

rthomas updated comment
29/3/2015
03:38:58

4

Accepted; will mark as closed when we have removed
the term "navigation tree" from the spec

keberlein updated comment
13/4/2015
19:51:44

4

I have difficulties parsing the the phrase "establish a navigation tree rooted at the root map within a map
tree." What does this phrase mean? (It was introduced in DITA 1.2.)

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

I think we've come to agreement that the term
"navigation tree" is too specific to a particular use of
maps and that we can't use it. The types of topicref
relevant in this discussion are:

- resource-only topicrefs (only establish dependencies
from maps to resources and enable key-based addressing
of these resources)

- normal-role topicrefs

  - normal-role topicrefs within relationship tables
(establish arbitrary resource-to-resource relationships
with no inherent structural implications between link
ends (the topics within a single reltable cell may
establish a structural relationship to each other).

  - normal-role topicrefs not within relationship tables
(establish set, sequence, or hierarchy relationships
among resources, typically (but not exclusively) for the
purpose of defining the navigation structure or reading
order of a publication.

ekimber updated comment
31/3/2015
13:44:00

4
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I agree that we should remove the mention of navref here. But if we do so, do we need the amended sentence
here? Does it state content written elsewhere? If not, would it be better placed in the topicref topic? The
markup section?

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Agreed: I misunderstood navref and the depths of
its evil when I wrote this.

ekimber updated comment
31/3/2015
13:44:57

4

No changes required keberlein new comment
13/4/2015
19:53:26

4

Maps also can contain relationship tables. Relationship tables establish navigation links among sets of topics
and non-DITA resources. A relationship table defines one or more links of a specific relationship type. A map
can include any number of relationship tables. Within a map tree, the effective set of relationship tables is the
union of all the relationship tables in all the maps.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

What does it mean to be "the effective set of relationship
tables"? I can see what it is, but why does it matter? Can
you access that "effective set" in some useful way, either
as a reader or as an author? If not, I don't see why it
matters.

rhamilton updated comment
28/3/2015
01:33:00

4

Was just trying to make the point that the actual map
that contains a given relationship table doesn't matter.
It may be a distinction that doesn't need to be made.

ekimber new comment
31/3/2015
13:45:58

4

Marking as accepted - we like the concept and want to
move it to someplace more prominent. For wording -
maybe better as "the set of effective relationship
tables" or "set of relationship tables" or similar, rather
than "effective set"?

randerson new comment
13/4/2015
19:55:14

4

Maps also can contain relationship tables. Relationship tables establish navigation links among sets of topics
and non-DITA resources. A relationship table defines one or more links of a specific relationship type. A map
can include any number of relationship tables. Within a map tree, the effective set of relationship tables is the
union of all the relationship tables in all the maps.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version
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I think that the "effective set" sentence is useful because
it says that all relationship tables in the map tree are
combined into a single logical set which also means that
there are no branch-level scopes or precedence rules to
consider when processing relationship tables.

rthomas updated comment
28/3/2015
20:23:46

4

Marking accepted, so we don't lose Eliot's comments
about key scopes when moving the language.

randerson new comment
13/4/2015
19:56:08

4

Although, with key scopes, a given relationship table
can be within a given key scope, which can affect the
resources the relationship table addresses. So we would
need to make it clear that reltable processing does not
take them out of the key scopes they're authored in.
That is, there's nothing special, with regard to applying
key scopes, topicrefs within relationship tables.

ekimber new comment
31/3/2015
13:48:25

4

Information architects can further control whether topic references are included in tables of contents by using
the @toc attribute. A topic reference that specifies "no" for the @toc attribute and is not a resource-only topic
reference still contributes to the navigation tree. The navigation tree encompasses all links that are generated
by the nesting of <topicref> elements or by values specified by the @collection-type attribute.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

A TOC is a production artifact derived from the DITA
information network's native structure. The @toc
attribute is a filtering mechanism that tells processors to
elide certain portions of the structure when creating a
TOC. The @toc discussion should be removed because it
deals with filtering rather linking.

rthomas updated comment
29/3/2015
03:59:11

4

I agree that @toc is a filtering mechanism, but links
are established in a ToC to the topic. Linking is still
involved. Still, I would simplify this section to say: "A
topic reference can be excluded by setting the toc
attribute to "no". References are included in the Table
of Contents by default."

shudson updated comment
30/3/2015
16:12:29

4

No changes required, since topic is being removed keberlein new comment
13/4/2015
19:57:52

4
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The whole @toc attribute mechanism is problematic at
best and misguided at worst. What I got from the last
TC call where we discussed this is that different people
have different understandings of what @toc implies
that that both positions are reasonable and therefore
the less said about @toc the better.

ekimber new comment
31/3/2015
13:50:50

4

Topic-level comments

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

For local-scope references. Here the @keyscope.. are
merged. I don't think we should use the same word as
for cascading attributes only because my next question
is, should an author be able to override the keyscope on
a submap? Is this behavior then moderated by
@cascade? or by specifying something else? Should 
this rule go into the "Cascading of attributes from Map
to map " section. This and the peer map rule seem
important enough to warrant this?

dhelfinstine updated comment
27/3/2015
16:39:52

4

Added as a draft comment in the topic. keberlein new comment
15/4/2015
13:54:51

4

Paragraph-level comments

The keys that are defined by the peer map belong to the key scope that is declared on the <topicref>

element that references that map. Such keys can be referenced from content in the referencing map by using
standard scope-qualified key names. However, processors handle references to keys defined in peer maps
differently from how they handle references to keys that are defined in the local map structure.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

See below... If this is treated differently, then I think
it needs to be clear here and in other places in the
spec. I am not sure if things need to be so different...

dhelfinstine updated comment
27/3/2015
16:51:34

4

Added as a draft comment in the topic. keberlein new comment
15/4/2015
13:54:39

4
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Conforming DITA processors are not required to support the resolution of or delivery of key references to
peer maps.

Draft comment: robander March 9 2015

"...or delivery of..." what is meant by "delivery of key references to peer maps"?
Note, however, that the general implication of peer scope is that the peer resources are all available in the
same processing or management context. This means that processors always have the potential to resolve
peer key references when the peer resources are in fact managed together. There may, of course, be
performance, scale, and user interface challenges in implementing such systems, but the fundamental ability
to resolve any given reference is ensured when the source files are physically accessible. That is, given a
correctly-specified reference to a peer map, if the map itself is accessible, it must then be possible to process
that map in order to resolve keys defined by it, if it is also possible to resolve keys in the map making the
peer map reference.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

By "delivery of" I mean "Making working links in
deliverables produced from the map includes references
to keys in peer maps". That is, being able to resolve a peer
key reference does not necessarily imply a requirement to
then make that key reference a working link in any
particular deliverable. Perhaps that goes without saying
but I thought it was useful to make it clear that support for
cross-deliverable link rendition is optional.

ekimber updated comment
31/3/2015
13:54:28

4

Need to clarify the language -- I'm inclined to remove
"delivery of". Resolution is up to a processor - it can
include delivery, or not, as you indicated; thus I think
"resolution of" covers all scenarios.

randerson new comment
13/4/2015
20:02:08

4

Removed the phrase "delivery of". Marking
comment as completed.

keberlein new comment
13/4/2015
23:24:55

4

Note also the inverse implication: if the peer resource is not available, then it is impossible to resolve the key
reference. For that reason, processors should provide appropriate messages when a peer resource cannot be
resolved. Depending on how a set of DITA resources is authored, managed, and processed, peer resources
may be resolvable or not at different points in the content life cycle.
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I couldn't mark previous paragraph, but maybe
clarification..

dhelfinstine updated comment
27/3/2015
16:18:14

4
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"if the map itself is accessible, it must then be
possilbe..."... to "if the peer map is accessible it should
be possible to process the peer map for key definitions
in order to resolve keys that it defines."

I wasn't sure what the last phrase after the comma was
trying to imply, so I left that off.

By "must" I meant that A implies B: if you can
resolve keys within the local map and you have
access to the source for the peer map then, *by
implication*, it must be possible for you to resolve
keys in the peer map (because if you can process one
map you have access to you can process all maps you
have access to).

ekimber new comment
31/3/2015
13:56:26

4

Perhaps a stretch, but what if my root map
structure references the peer map
"otherteam.ditamap". I have access to that peer
map, but it then references 10 other submaps which
are not accessible to me due to access control
limitations. I think, in this case, the initial peer
resource is available but I am not able to resolve all
keys from that map's key space.

randerson new comment
8/4/2015
20:42:40

4

I have removed the sentence, as I don't think it
added anything.

keberlein new comment
14/4/2015
19:06:38

4

The referenced peer map may specify @keyscope on its root element. In that case, the @keyscope on the peer
map is ignored for the purpose of resolving scoped key references from the referencing map. This avoids the
need for processors to have access to or examine the peer map before being able to determine that a given key
reference is or is not in a peer scope.
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I was a little troubled by this as this paragraph gives a
whole new rule for cascading of attributes from map to
map. Or should keyscope override a keyscope on a
submap also? I see keyscope is not on the list of
cascading attributes, but map-map cascading can
happen for other attributes. Is this one? Or are those
implications incorrect for submaps too? Otherwise this
seems like a weird exception to the rule, and just

dhelfinstine updated comment
27/3/2015
16:29:44

4
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mentioned offhand here :-)

This is an essential rule, otherwise cross-deliverable
linking would be difficult because the author of the
referencing map wouldn't be able to determine,
unilaterally, the prefix that their map uses to refer to
keys in the peer map (because the effective key scope
would be the local-map's scope name *and* the target
map's root scope name (if there is one).

ekimber new comment
31/3/2015
13:58:26

4

No change required keberlein new comment
13/4/2015
20:00:11

4

For references from the context of Map A, key references of the form "scope-b.somekey" will be resolved to
keys defined in the global scope of map B, but key references of the form "scopeB.somekey" will not. The
presence or absence of a @keyscope attribute on Map B's <map> element has no effect in this case. Another
way to view this is that a key reference to the scope "scope-b.somekey" is equivalent to the unscoped
reference "somekey" processed in the context of Map B as the root map. In both cases, the presence of
@keyscope on Map B's <map> element has no effect, in the first case (peer key reference) because it is
explicitly ignored, in the second because the key reference will necessarily be within the scope "scope-b" and
therefore does not need to be scope qualified.

Draft comment: robander March 9 2015

I think the previous sentence should end -- "necessarily be within the scope "scopeB" and therefore..." -- but
I'm not sure. Aren't we comparing to the context of Map B, in which case we're talking about "scopeB" as
defined on Map B?
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Robert is correct: should be "scopeB", not
"scope-b" at the end of the sentence.

ekimber updated comment
31/3/2015
13:59:50

4
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